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A dc electric field applied to ;I quilrtz plate resonator causes
chi~ngcsin the elastic constilnts which cittr lead to a c l ~ a n pin
the frequency ol the resonntor. 'Ihis elfect, known as the
polarizing effect, has heen shown to be extremely linear, We
have used this effect to build a phi~seniodulator with 2ndk~rmonic distortion that is at lei~st 117 ilB below the
funditmenli~lnioduli~tion illid low i ~ d d ~pdl l i ~ ~noise.
e
A
description of the niodulator ;IS well as ~iietliodsof nieasuren~ent
itre discussed.
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= w,+B cos nt M, sin 2nt

-

11.

MODULATION ERRORS

If phase niodui;~tionof the form

is used and the error detection is done at the fundaniental, 2ndharmonic distortion with phase cos 2171 leads to ollset errors
2
Real phase modulators have small nonlinearities which
generate small components of nioduli~tionat multiples of the
moduliltion frequency. Assume th:lt the phase modulated signiil
applied to the resonance is of the form
Contril)ution of the U.S.Government, not sullject to copyright.

(2)

where n/(2n) is the moduli~tionlretluency and w1/(2n) is the
;Iverage freclucny of the prohe oscillator. Coeflicients M, and
tvl, contain the effects ol second harmonic distortion in the
~iiotlulationprocess under the i~ssunlption that the residual
nicldulation at harmonics of n in the reference signal are small
compilred to Ihi~timposed hy the niodul:~tor. Neglecting higher
Ii:~rnio~~ic
ellects :~ndnanlinci~riticvin the detection prtlcess, tlie
offset ill the error signal is [2)
Frequency offset = -112 M,,.

To find tlie center of a resonilnce cu~vcaccurittely, either phase
or frequency modulation techniques are usell to guide tlle servo
11-61. As the resolution recluil.ements increase so do the
requiremcnts on tlie spectrill purity of the 111oduli1tionreference
and the linearity of the nlodulator. 2nd-li:~rnionicdistortion in
sine wave niodulators can lead to offset errors. Tlle design go:~ls
lor NISI'-7, a new optically pumped cesiutn beam frequency
sti~ndi~rd,
is that the servo resolve line center to an ilccuracy of
1 ppm. l'his requires that t l ~ enioduliltion reference and the
modulator maintain 2nd-liarnnonic distortion approxinii~tely1 14
dl) below the fund;tmenti~lmoduli~tion[1,2]. ' n ~ e2nd-h;~rnionic
tlistortion requirenients on tlie demodulator ;Ire ~pproximately
65 dB and not a significant problem [1,2]. Tradilional niethods
of phase modulation have not demo~istri~ted
such high linei~rity;
thus a new technique is required. We describe a new type of
srtlz~ll-anglean;~logphase moduli~tor,based on the polarizing
effect in quartz resonators, which is exceptioni~llylinear [a-12).
Measurenients on three such devices show thi~t the 2ndh;lrrnonic distortion is : ~ tleast 117 dB below tlic lund;lmenti~l
modulation. The phase modul~ltorh;~svery low added noise so
as to minimize noise contributions at the 2nd-hnrmonic ol tlie
modulation frequency 131. We illso discuss the me:isurement
techniques to verify this performance.

t M,, cos Znt,

(3)

l'he NIST-7 servo requires resolving line center to nn accuracy
of I part in a million. Therefore the 2nd-harmonic distortion 131
the ph:~serepresented I)y M,, nlust he less than 2 x IO*Bor ;kt
lei~st114 dB below the fundi~nient;llniodulation [1,2].
Ill.

I'OLAItIZING EFFECT MODULATOR-TIIEORY

When a vibrating piezoelectric resonator is suhjjected to a dc
electric field, dB, it respo~ldsby a change, av in its resonatlce
frequency v 17-13). The poli~rizingellect in quartz resonators is
described using only
so nearly linei~rthi~tit can lie i~dequ:~tely
the 1st- and 2nd-order ternis of tlie Taylor expi~~~sion
aIn>ut
E = 0, Therefore,

where
PI, = I/v(dv/dE) at E=O and

(4A)

For a resonator to exhibit a polarizing elfect there niust be ;I
component of B along the x-axis of tlie quartz resonator.
Atldilionitl discus~ion including tlie elfects of ion niigriltion
altering tlie sensitivity lor dc applied electric lields ;ire found in
111-131. Typicill values lor PI. and Po are on the order ol 10'"
to 10." and 10." t o 10.", respectively, depending on the c~ysti~l
cut and overtone used [7-91.
Near line center the steatly state phase shift across a high Q
resonator is

where v is the i~ppliedfrequency, r, is the resonance frequency
ol the resonator, and Q is the loaded quality lactor of the
resoniltor. Thus n frcclucng change AU ill tlie freclucnq 01 the
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the new phase modulator.

resonator generated by applying an electric field E across the
resonator results in a phase shift

IV. POLARIZING EFFECT MODULATOR-PRACTICAL
REALIZATION
Figure 1 shows a generalized schematic of the polarizing. .phase
modulator. A balanced transformer and adjustable capacitor C,
are used to minimize off resonance transmission. A 3rd
overtone SC-cut 5 MHz resonator was chosen because the
polarizing coefficient was much larger [8] and both the static and
dynamic temperature coefficients are much better than for
comparable AT-cut units [13]. The resonator was temperature
controlled in a standard crystal oven at 80°C and tuned to
resonance by adjusting C,. Tuning to resonance was determined
by nulling the amplitude modulation observed on a detector
diode placed at the output when a slow modulation voltage is
applied across the resonator through R, and L,. No other
alignment or adjustment is necessary. The isolation amplifier on
the output of the modulator provides overall unity gain and
removes the effects of changing loads on the tuning of the
resonator.

Approximately 7 V (6400 V/m) RMS is required to achieve the
desired modulation level using a, 3rd overtone SC-cut 5 MHz
quartz crystal and a modulation frequency of 49 Hz. This
corresponds to a dc linear polarizing sensitivity of P, = 2.6 20.3
x 1 0 ' m/V.
~
The difference between our data (which is about
a factor of 5 smaller) and that found by Hruska [7,8] is probably
due to the difference in the electrode patterns, cut angle, and
the shape. The measurements of P, for a particular resonator
can easily be made to an accuracy of a few percent with our
technique, which is free from effects due to ion migration [ I 1131. From the relative values of P, and Po from [8] and the
shape of Fig. 3 we would expect that the second harmonic
distortion due to the resonator to be approximately 126 dB
below the fundamental. Even lower harmonic distortion would
be expected if the modulation frequency was lower since a lower
voltage would be required to achieve the same phase modulation
angle.

For NIST-7, a phase modulation of 0.55 mrad is required at 5
MHz to achieve a phase modulation of 1 radian at the final
output frequency of 9.2 GHz. The desired modulation frequency
n/(2r) = 46 HZ is much larger than the half-bandwidth of the
resonator. At such high modulation frequencies the phase shift
across the resonator becomes

where v0/(2Q) is the loaded half-bandwidth of the resonator.
Figure 2 shows the relative amplitude of the phase modulation
as a function of modulation frequency. These results follow Eq.
(7) within +- 0.5 dB for modulation frequencies from 0.1 up to
at least 400 Hz.

Figure 2. Relative phase modulation of the output signal as a
function of the frequency of modulation. The open circles are
the predictions using Eq. (7) and the half-bandwidth v,/(2Q)
measured from transmission experiments. The solid points are
the phase modulation levels obtained from phase bridge
measurements [14,15].

The added phase noise is somewhat lower (typically ~ ( 1 0 0 )=
- 154 dBc/Hz) than the present 5 MHz oscillator. (Techniques
for measuring the added phase noise of components are
discussed in [14,15].) Further improvements in the phase noise
appear possible. The added white frequency contribution of a
passive standard due to the present level of added phase noise
at the second harmonic of the modulation frequency (2n = 100
Hz) is approximately 2 x 10 'I3 T.'" [3].

V.

MEASUREMENTS O F HARMONIC DISTORTION

The dynamic range of most spectral analyzers--from GO to 100
dB:-is not enough to observe 2nd-harmonic levels expected to be
120 dB below the fundamental. Some filtering is therefore
required to extend the dynamic range to this level. The general
approach is to arrange the various tests so that the fundamental
modulation signal is nulled against another signal by at least 40
dB before interacting with a phase detector, spectrum analyzer,
or other nonlinear device. We compared 3 different devices to
determine the distortion characteristics of each modulator.
Figure 3 shows the test setup used to compare the difference in
phase modulation of two modulators. The mixer is sensitive to
only the difference in the phase modulation level between the
two modulators. The input reference level to one modulator is
adjusted to achieve the required 0.55 mrad phase modulation.
The input modulation signal to the other modulator is adjusted
in amplitude and phase to null the demodulated fundamental
signal at the output of the mixer. Typical reduction of the
fundamental was 40 to 50 dB.
The out-of-phase distortion products between two modulators at
frequency n/r were measured by driving the second modulator
with the output signal from the first modulator, applying
modulation signals that are 180" of phase and using the
unn~odulated signal from the power splitter to drive the
reference side of the mixer. Great care must be taken not to
introduce spurious signals due to residual ampiitude n~odulation
since typical double balance mixers only provide 30 to 40 dB of
AM suppression. The worst case 2nd-harmonic distortion
between the three modulators was -117 dB relative to the
fundamental modulation.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of a phase bridge measurements to
determine the difference in phase modulation between two
phase modulators 114,151.

V1.

CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a method for measuring the polarizing
effect in high-Q SC-cut 5 MHz quartz resonators for small ac
electric fields and found that the sensitivity and the linearity is
in general agreement with the previous work at dc [7-111. We
have demonstrated that this polarizing effect can be used to
make an ultralinear small angle phase modulator with low added
phase noise. The second harmonic distortion was measured to
be less than -117 dB relating to the fundamental in three
different units even though the modulation frequency was more
than 20 times larger than the half-bandwidth of the resonators.
Using low modulation frequencies, the second harmonic
distortion could probably approach -140 dB relative to the
fundamental modulation. The high linearity, low noise, and
simplicity of the circuit combine to make this new small angle
analog phase modulator an interesting tool in precision
frequency metrology.
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